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INTRODUCTION
In Central Italy, small bronze statuettes were made in thousands in
antiquity and also the number which still remains is considerable. This
amount is in shrill contrast to that of the life-size bronzes which amply
decorated Etruscan cities, as the written sources tell us; very few of
these larger masterpieces have been preserved. The great skill of the
Etruscans in working bronze and casting bronzes of varying size is also
apparent in another category of bronzes: the tableware and domestic
utensils to which small bronze hgurines were added as decoration. For
this art the Etruscans were also famous in antiquify.
Through the small statuettes that have been found in great quantities in
Etruscan graves and sanctuaries, it is possible to gain an insight in the
driving force behind the production and use of Etruscan bronze
sculpture. Furthermore the small bronzes can inform us about questions
such as how the expensive material bronze was used, on what occasions
and for what purpose. Both pure ostentatiousness and religious piety may
account for the manufacture. AIso they form a parameter for the
differentiation in religious and funeral practices.
Before the small bronzes can be used in the History of Art and the
Archaeology of the Etruscans, the figurines have to be classified
precisely in a chronological order. This may be done on the basis of
stylistic criteria, derived from dated monuments.
Although much has been written on Etruscan bronzes, especially those
dating from the seventh to fifth centuries BC, there is no overall view
of the stylistic development while little is known of the function of
Etruscan bronzes and their dafing was much debated.
In the field of the Italic bronzes, it was Giovanni Colonna (1970) who
was the lrst to recogntze the need for a:rd initiate a classification of
the statuettes on a style-critical basis.
Recently research in the field of Etruscan bronzes was given great help
by the monograph of Emeline Richardson on Etruscan votive bronzes of
the earlier periods (1983). Sibylle Haynes and Mauro Cristofani, both in
1984, published their view on Etruscan bronzes and chose a similar form
vf presentation: a catalogue of bronzes of their own choice, preceded by
introductory chapters. Haynes discusses both freestanding and applied
bronzes while Cristofani almost exclusively mentions votive statuettes.
What now has become clear is that the discussion on dating, on style
and on locating the production centres of Etruscan and Italic small
bronzes only has started.
As a contribution to that discussion, I have written an outline of the
stylistic history of Etruscan and Italic bronze statuettes (Chapters One
to Six), in which both freestanding and applied bronzes are treated
during their entire period of production, from the eighth century to the
frst century BC. To illustrate the development in this field I have
selected a number of statuettes from different collections that are
representative for a particular period or style. To make this survey
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comprehensible for those who are not in the possession of the books I
cited and to facilitate readi.g the tes I have given small illustrations in
the margins. These illustrations are drawings, because good photographs
would have made it impossible to publish the book. The drawings are not
meant to replace the photographs, nor can they illustrate the style of
the statuettes: they may be seen as an aid to memory.
The present publication is meant to be a guideline for the more accurate
dating of Etruscan and Italic bronze statuettes and to be helpful in
determining their function. The small bronzes may be divided in
freestanding and applied figurines. Both categories had their own
function (Chapter Seven). Freestanding statuettes served a religious use
while the applied bronzes were almost exclusively made for domestic or
funeral purposes, as luxury goods. This difference in employment of the
hvo categories also led to a difference in rypes of figurines. The
majority of the votive statuettes represent human figurines and, less
often, gods or heroes, while the applied or decorative bronzes show a
greater variety in human types: dancers, athletes and warriors.
The differences in quality and sryle of the bronzes bring us to the
problem of workshops (Chapter EighQ. It has been a point of discussion
whether the bronze statuettes were indicative of the sfyle of their
findspots or whether the small bronzes rvere imported. Thus many
freestanding statuettes were attributed to Vulci, a centre which I regard
only as the production centre of applied bronzes: no freestanding
s;ample was found there. In fact, most freestandi.g votive statuettes
were made on the spot, the sanctuary, or in the nearby settlement and
reflect the local style of the area. Only in the case of statuettes of
superior quality, found in remote areas, it will be showu that they were
manufactured in specialized workhops producing fashionable and costly
bronzes (such as the well-known candelabra). The manufacture of these
bronzes is to be situated in many different production centres in Etruria.
The style of these centres appears to be rather uniform and difficult to
distinguish.
The various tecbniques used for casting the bronzes have beeu discussed
in Chapter Nine.
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